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Pay For Performance Rules by SEC - Background
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On July 21, 2010, Dodd-Frank became law, with Section 953(a) requiring the SEC to issues rules requiring the disclosure 
of compensation actually paid to company financial performance

DISCLOSURE OF PAY VERSUS PERFORMANCE.—The Commission shall, by rule, require each issuer to disclose in any proxy or consent solicitation material
for an annual meeting of the shareholders of the issuer a clear description of any compensation required to be disclosed by the issuer under section
229.402 of title 17, Code of Federal Regulations (or any successor thereto), including information that shows the relationship between executive
compensation actually paid and the financial performance of the issuer, taking into account any change in the value of the shares of stock and dividends
of the issuer and any distributions. The disclosure under this subsection may include a graphic representation of the information required to be disclosed.

SEC first published Proposed rules on May 7, 2015 (Available here)

✓ Allowed for comments through on July 6, 2015 (Available here)
✓ On January 27, 2022, given the amount of feedback the SEC received, and all that has changed with Executive 

Compensation, the SEC re-opened comment period until March 4, 2022 (Available here)
✓ On August 25, 2022, SEC released final rules (Available here)

Effective Date: Fiscal years ending on or after December 16, 2022 (proxy filed in 2023 for calendar year fiscal companies)

https://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/2015/34-74835.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-07-15/s70715.shtml
https://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/2022/34-94074.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/rules/final/2022/34-95607.pdf


Final Pay Versus Performance Rules

There are three main components of the final rules:

1. New Pay Versus Performance Table

2. Narrative tying company financial metrics to executive pay

3. Tabular list of “most important” metrics

Who is subject to the rules?

✓ Registrants required to disclose executive compensation in proxy or information statements

✓ Smaller reporting companies (SRCs) have scaled back disclosures
Smaller reporting company means under Sections 13(a) or 15(d) of the Exchange Act, an issuer that is not an investment company, an asset-backed issuer, or a 
majority-owned subsidiary of a parent that is not a smaller reporting company and that: (1) had a public float of less than $250 million (as of the last business day of 
the issuer’s most recently completed second fiscal quarter); or (2) had annual revenues of less than $100 million (as of the most recently completed fiscal year for which 
audited financial statements are available) and either: (i) no public float (as of the last business day of the issuer’s most recently completed second fiscal quarter); or 
(ii) a public float of less than $700 million (as of the last business day of the issuer’s most recently completed second fiscal quarter).

Who is exempt from the rules?

× Does not apply to emerging growth companies, registered investment companies, or foreign private issuers
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New Pay Versus Performance Table

Average
Value of Initial Fixed $100 

Investment Based On:

Summary Summary Average Peer Group

Compensation Compensation Compensation Compensation Total Total Company-

Fiscal Table Total Actually Paid Table Total Actually Paid Shareholder Shareholder Net Selected

Year for PEO to PEO for Non-PEO NEO to Non-PEO NEO Return Return Income Measure

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

Year – 1 Not Required for 
SRC

Not Required 
for SRC

Year – 2

Year – 3 Not required for  Smaller Reporting Company until Year 2 of Disclosure

Year – 4 Required in Year 2 of Disclosure

Year – 5 Required in Year 3+ of Disclosure

• XBRL tagging required (beginning in Year 3 for SRC)



New Pay Versus Performance Table
Calculating Compensation Actually Paid (c) & (e)
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Start Summary Compensation Table Total

Changes in 
Pension 
Benefits

Subtract Pension Benefits Change in the actuarial present value of all defined benefit and pension plans from SCT

Add Service Costs for 
Pension Benefits

(i) Actuarial service cost, and 
(ii) Prior service cost, as the cost/credit of benefits granted/reduced attributed to services 

rendered in prior periods

Changes in 
Deferred Comp

Add Deferred Comp Above-market earnings on deferred compensation that are not tax-qualified

Fair Value 
Changes in 
Equity 
Compensation

Subtract Grant Date Fair 
Values

ASC 718 grant date fair values for equity compensation from SCT

Add Vested Awards
ASC 718 fair value of equity awards on vest date minus fair value of equity awards at end of prior 
FY (either positive or negative)
• Full amount is included for new grants in FY

Add Unvested and 
Outstanding Awards

ASC 718 fair value of equity awards as of end of fiscal year minus fair value of equity awards at end 
of prior FY (either positive or negative)
• Full amount is included for new grants in FY
• Will reflect decreases for forfeited awards
• Any incremental change for modifications will be included

Add Dividends
Dividends or equivalents earned in covered FY prior to vest, and not otherwise included in fair 
values

End Compensation Actually Paid



New Pay Versus Performance Table 
Considerations for Equity Fair Values
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Award Type Fair Value Considerations

RSUs • Stock price (less present value of future dividends, if applicable)
• Apply illiquidity discount through vest date for post-vest holding periods, if applicable
• Accrued dividends will be added back separately

Stock Options / SARs • Expected life methodology can be challenging for options not at-the-money
• Midpoint approach only appropriate for at-the-money-options
• IRS Revenue Procedure 98-34: multiply remaining contractual term by ratio of grant date 

expected life to original contractual term
• IRS Revenue Procedure 2003-68: used for valuations for purposes of §280G and 4999 of IRC; 

provides 3 safe harbor approaches for low, medium, and high volatility companies
• SOA research study on aggregated exercise behavior

• Apply illiquidity discount through vest date for post-vest holding periods, if applicable

Performance Conditions • Stock price (less present value of future dividends, if applicable)
• Apply probability assessment as of FY end consistent with expense accrual
• Apply illiquidity discount through vest date for post-vest holding periods, if applicable
• Accrued dividends will be added back separately

Market Conditions • Frequently Monte Carlo simulation required to estimate fair value
• Updated assumptions and performance to date incorporated into fair value
• Apply illiquidity discount through vest date for post-vest holding periods, if applicable
• Accrued dividends will be added back separately



Compensation Actually Paid – What does “Vesting” mean?

Example 1: Company ABC has retirement eligibility 
rules such that individuals who are 65 years old are 
allowed to continue to hold their unvested equity 
after retirement. On 12/31/2021, when the stock 
price is $20, Company ABC grants 50,000 time based 
Restricted Shares which cliff vest in 1 year 
(12/31/2022) to an individual who meets the 
retirement eligibility criteria.

Example 2: Company ABC grants 50,000 performance 
shares on 1/1/2022 when the stock price is $20. The 
performance shares have an explicit service period of 1 
year and also requires the stock price to achieve a hurdle 
of $30 within the next 4 years. Company ABC determines a 
fair value on grant date of $12 with a derived service 
period of 1.50 years.

• The rules are unclear, but we believe the key concept is to understand when an individual has an 
“Unconditional Right”

• In Example 1, that is the grant date (the Requisite Service Period date). The last re-measurement date for 
these rules would be on the grant date. 

• In Example 2, that is the date the $30 stock price is achieved whenever that is.   The award will continue to be 
re-measured until that is achieved.

• Performance Awards are complex with multiple tranches, inter-dependency between performance criteria, 
market criteria and explicit service conditions.   There may be situations in which an “unconditional right” is 
not obvious.



Illustrations: Expected Life for Stock Options
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Scenario:

• Stock options were original granted March 3, 2020, with an expected life of 6 years (10-year contractual term)

• Current stock price: $130; Exercise Price: $93

• As of December 31, 2022, there are 7.17 years remaining in the contractual term

Midpoint Approach

➢ Average of remaining vest time 
and remaining term

➢
0.17+7.17

2
= 3.67 years

➢ $64 Fair Value

Revenue Procedure 98-34 Approach

➢ Original expected life multiplied by 
ratio of remaining and original terms

➢ 6.00 x
7.17

10.00
= 4.30 years

➢ $67 Fair Value

Revenue Procedure 2003-68 Approach

➢ Apply Valuation Factor from IRS 
table based on volatility, remaining 
term, and moneyness level to 
current stock price

➢ In this example, 59.9% Valuation 
Factor x $130 Stock Price

➢ $78 Fair Value

Infinite Equity commentary:  
There may be some expectation for a more sophisticated option pricing model (i.e. a binomial model) since the options 
are not at the money, however, we believe these approaches are sufficient for your valuations.



Illustrations: Calculating Compensation Actually Paid
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Fair Fair Performance Current Prior 2022

Grant Unvested Vest Value Value Assessment EOY EOY Incremental

Grant Date Type Number Outstanding Date Grant Date 12/31/2022 12/31/2022 CAP CAP CAP

3/3/2020 SO 212,796 212,796 3/3/2023 $31.11 $66.74 N/A $14,201,000 $18,953,000 ($4,752,000)

3/3/2020 RSU 48,952 48,952 3/3/2023 $93.33 $129.96 N/A $6,362,000 $7,648,000 ($1,286,000)

3/3/2020 PSU 97,905 97,905 3/3/2023 $93.33 $129.96 200% $25,447,000 $22,944,000 $2,503,000

3/3/2021 SO 111,026 111,026 3/3/2024 $41.04 $58.26 N/A $6,468,000 $8,823,000 ($2,355,000)

3/3/2021 RSU 37,105 37,105 3/3/2024 $123.13 $129.96 N/A $4,822,000 $5,797,000 ($975,000)

3/3/2021 PSU 74,210 74,210 3/3/2024 $123.13 $129.96 150% $14,466,000 $11,594,000 $2,872,000

2/25/2022 SO 89,320 89,320 2/25/2025 $50.22 $53.40 N/A $4,769,000 $0 $4,769,000

2/25/2022 RSU 30,322 30,322 2/25/2025 $150.67 $129.96 N/A $3,941,000 $0 $3,941,000

2/25/2022 PSU 60,645 60,645 2/25/2025 $150.67 $129.96 100% $7,881,000 $0 $7,881,000

TOTAL $88,357,000 $75,759,000 $12,598,000

Fair Fair Performance Current Prior 2022

Grant Unvested Vest Value Value Assessment Vest EOY Incremental

Grant Date Type Number Outstanding Date Grant Date at Vest at Vest CAP CAP CAP

2/28/2019 SO 204,577 204,577 2/28/2022 $27.70 $68.84 N/A $14,082,000 $18,751,000 ($4,669,000)

2/28/2019 RSU 73,690 73,690 2/28/2022 $83.10 $129.96 N/A $9,576,000 $11,513,000 ($1,937,000)

2/28/2019 PSU 69,194 69,194 2/28/2022 $83.10 $129.96 200% $17,984,000 $21,621,000 ($3,637,000)

TOTAL $41,642,000 $51,885,000 ($10,243,000)

Vested During 2022 Report
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Outstanding Unvested Awards  Report as of 12/31/2022
Infinite Equity 
commentary:  

We believe the 
underlying data is 
easily downloadable 
from Vendor reports. 
Organizing it and 
calculating 
Compensation Actually 
Paid will be the more 
time-consuming part.



New Pay Versus Performance Table 
Total Shareholder Return (f) & (g) 
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• Item 201(e) of Regulation S-K, which prescribes disclosure for the stock performance graph included in the annual 
report to security holders required by Rules 14a-3 and 14c-3, provides that cumulative total shareholder return is 
calculated by dividing (i) by (ii) where:

(i) is the sum of:

(A) the cumulative amount of dividends for the measurement period, assuming dividend reinvestment, and:
(B) the difference between the registrant's share price at the end and the beginning of the measurement period; 

and

(ii) the share price at the beginning of the measurement period.

• Converted into fixed measurement of $100; each year is cumulative TSR through end of that year



New Pay Versus Performance Table 
Peer Total Shareholder Return
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• Disclose peer group total shareholder return, using:
1. Same peer group used for purposes of Item 201(e) of Regulation S-K (the Performance Graph for your Annual 

Report); or
2. Peer group disclosed in CD&A for compensation purposes

• If peer group is not published industry or line-of-business index, disclose list of companies
• Returns of each peer must be market cap weighted at beginning of each period (per Question 5.02 of Item 201(e) 

of Regulation S-K ).  Items 201(e) references that market cap weighting could be done Annually, Quarterly, or 
Monthly.

Infinite Equity commentary: Since change is so minor between Annual vs. Monthly vs. Quarterly – go with Annual

• Disclosure may include a “graphic” representation of the information required to be disclosed
• Changes in peer group from prior year must be disclosed in footnote, along with TSR of both groups

12/31/2019 12/31/2020 12/31/2021 9/16/2022

Peers Indexed Value to $100 (Annual re-balancing) $100.00 $99.15 $135.76 $117.85

Peers Indexed Value to $100 (Quarterly re-balancing) $100.00 $99.12 $135.45 $117.47

Peers Indexed Value to $100 (Monthly re-balancing) $100.00 $99.23 $136.06 $117.94

https://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/guidance/execcomp201interp.htm
https://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/guidance/execcomp201interp.htm


Narrative and Graphs
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• Must describe relationship between each financial performance measure over the last 5 years included in 
the Pay Versus Performance table and the Compensation Actually Paid to the PEO and the NEOs:

• Cumulative TSR

• Net income

• Company-Selected Measure

• Any additional measures disclosed in table

• Comparison of cumulative TSR of registrant and cumulative peer TSR

• May utilize graphs to represent relationships



Tabular List of Most Important Performance Measures
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• Disclose minimum of 3 to maximum of 7 “most important” performance measures to link compensation actually 
paid to company performance

• Single “most important” measure for covered FY disclosed as Company-Selected Measure in Pay Versus 
Performance Table

• If fewer performance measures were used, disclose all

• May include non-financial performance measures

3 - 7 Most Important Company Performance Measures 
for Determining NEO Compensation

1. Measure 1

2. Measure 2

3. Measure 3

4. Measure 4

5. Measure 5

6. Measure 6

7. Measure 7



Illustrations: Pay Versus Performance Disclosure
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Average
Value of Initial Fixed $100 

Investment Based On:

Summary Summary Average Peer Group Company

Compensation Compensation Compensation Compensation Total Total Selected

Table Total Actually Paid Table Total Actually Paid Shareholder Shareholder Net Measure

Year for PEO to PEO for Non-PEO NEO to Non-PEO NEO Return Return Income (Adj. EBITDA)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (I)

2022 $22,000,000 $7,000,000 $4,600,000 $2,680,000 $117 $67 $700,000,000 $2,000,000,000

2021 23,000,000 79,000,000 4,600,000 10,920,000 141 89 407,000,000 $1,600,000,000

2020 56,000,000 35,000,000 6,800,000 5,120,000 100 74 -720,000,000 $800,000,000

2019 N/A N/A N/A N/A 100 100 N/A N/A



Illustrations: Graphical Disclosure
Compensation Actually Paid Versus TSR
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Near-Term Considerations
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• The implementation to the new Pay For Performance rules is going to be a significant challenge in Year 1.  
While the disclosure cannot be completed till fiscal year end, there is related work to advance in the interim:

✓ Determine the “company selected measure” to include in the tabular disclosure

✓ Identify three-to-seven measures used in the last fiscal year to link executive compensation actually 
paid to company performance

✓ Determine the peer group to use for TSR performance comparisons

✓ Work with outside valuation firm to understand the process for building out the tabular disclosure

✓ Prepare mock disclosure, at least as to the CEO, that can be discussed with the Committee in the 
Fall/Winter

✓ Start shaping the graphical illustration of the pay for performance charts. There are many choices on 
how to best represent the relationship

✓ Begin to craft the narrative that describes the pay for performance relationship

✓ Develop a list of generic- and company-specific questions that counsel, consultants and valuation 
firms will collectively need to work through



Questions?



Some Additional Thought Leadership by Infinite Equity
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Read Infinite 
Equity’s

SEC Comment 
Letter
Here

SEC PvP Rules: 
Stock Option

Valuation
Part 1

SEC PvP Rules: 
Stock Option

Valuation
Part 2

SEC PvP Rules:  
The Monthly 

Vesting 
Challenge

SEC PvP Rules:  
The Rise of the 

Requisite 
Service Period

SEC PvP Rules:  
Mandatory 

Holding 
Periods

SEC PvP Rules:  
ALERT from 

Infinite Equity

https://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-07-15/s70715-20118663-271532.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-07-15/s70715-20118663-271532.pdf
https://www.infiniteequity.com/sec-pay-versus-performance-stock-option-valuation-solutions-part-1/
https://www.infiniteequity.com/sec-pay-versus-performance-stock-option-valuation-solutions-part-2/
https://www.infiniteequity.com/sec-pay-versus-performance-the-monthly-vesting-challenge/
https://www.infiniteequity.com/sec-pay-versus-performance-the-rise-of-the-requisite-service-period/
https://www.infiniteequity.com/sec-pay-versus-performance-mandatory-holds-and-the-effect-on-compensation-actually-paid/
https://www.infiniteequity.com/newp4p/


Contact Info
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Elizabeth Stoudt
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